
 

 

  Sandbox Challenge  2.0 Prize Pool 

 “Innovative Models” category 
 

Six legal advisory services applicable to the Innovative Models framework. 

(*** The first 6 places in the category will get this benefit***) 

 

INSTITUTION DESCRIPTION SPECS WEBSITE  

 

 

 

 

80 hours of legal 

advisory 

Use: Hours applicable for developing an application into the scheme 

of Innovative Models within the Fintech Law; under the sponsor's 

methodology. 

 

Valid until: 16 weeks after being introduced by the Organizing 

Committee. 

www.hoganlovells.com 
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Three financial modeling services applicable to Innovative Models frameworks. 

(*** The first 3 places in the category will get this benefit***) 

 

INSTITUTION DESCRIPTION SPECS WEBSITE  

 

Financial model  
Use: Applicable service for developing an application to the 

scheme of Innovative Models of the Fintech Law under the 

sponsor's work methodology. 

 

Valid until: 16 weeks after the introduction by the Organizing 

Committee. 

 

 

www.distritoemprendedor.com 
Financial model 

Financial model 

 

 

Two Cyber Security advisory services  

(*** The first 2 places in the category will get this benefit***) 

 

INSTITUTION DESCRIPTION SPECS WEBSITE  

 

Cyber Security 

advisory 

Use: Diagnosis on vulnerability in web and/or api’s and advice for 

its resolution and/or optimization, under the sponsor’s 

methodology. 

 

Valid until: 16 weeks after the introduction by the Organizing 

Committee. 

 

https://deltaprotect.com/ 

Cyber Security 

advisory 

 

 

 

 

http://de15461a13644187a9be73fd3b830b7fff2752b1/file%3A%2F%2F%2FC%3A%5CUsers%5Cruben%5CDownloads%5Cwww.distritoemprendedor.com
https://deltaprotect.com/


 

 

Note 1* The participation details of each sponsor are inside of the interactive guide of the contestants, an specific section to be studied and evaluated 

before submitting their application. 

 

Note 2* The sponsors reserve the right to make a Background check of the entrepreneurs assigned team and in case of any impediment of "Conflict 

of interest" and/or "Non-independence" on any finalist, the Organizing Committee will take the necessary measures to minimize the impact and 

ensure that all the winners have the complete follow-up program.  In the event that any impediment of another nature arises (legal, commercial, etc.), 

the finalist will be unpossibilited of continuing to compete in the Sandbox Challenge 2.0.   

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 


